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SD-5
Vertical Tank Soap Dispenser

Liquid, Lotion Soaps and Detergents

Since 1966

Tubular Specialties Manufacturing, Inc.
13011 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90061-1685
Phone 800/CALL TSM (800/225-5876) or 310/515-4801

online www.grabbar.com • Fax 310/217-0653

Suggested Architectural Specification
TSM Model SD-19 Liquid Horizontal Tank Soap Dispenser from Tubular
Specialties Manufacturing, Inc., Los Angeles, California, 310/515-4801 or
800/Call TSM (800/225-5876). 

Tank: Stainless steel type 304 (18-8) 20 gauge (0.9mm) satin finish,
welded. Plastic refill window to indicate soap level. Mounting: Vandal-
resistant with keyed filler top. Valve: Chrome-plated brass body with
stainless steel valve mechanism and O-ring seals. Capacity: 40
ounces (1.2 liters).

Installation
1.  Unit is surface mounted on wall using screws provided by manufacturer

as locations marked by an “S”.
2.  For plaster or dry wall, provide in-wall backing complying with local

building codes.
3.  For other surfaces, provide fiber plugs or expansion shields for use with

screws provided by manufacturer, or provide toggle bolts or expansion
bolts.

Materials/Workmanship

4.  Mount wallplate in vertical position with wide opening of “V” at the
top, allowing 4” upward clearance to access filler top (102mm).
Slide dispenser over wallplate until wedge brackets interlock, then
lock in place with screw installed through refill cap.

4.  Recommended mounting height from finish floor to top of dispenser
is 47" or 6” above wash basin (3734-152mm). 

Dispenser Tank Stainless steel type 304 (18-8) 20 gauge satin finish (0.9mm). View indicator level is clear plastic.
Valve Chrome-plated brass with stainless steel internal spring and ABS piston with stainless steel push button.

Operation
Valve pushes in to dispense liquid soap, lotions and detergents. If necessary, valve may be primed by holding finger over spout during outward stroke
until soap flows smoothly. Integral check valve controls soap flow. Refills through vandal-resistant cap when window indicates need. 

Manufacturer reserves the right to alter design or dimensions
without formal notice and without incurring obligation. Guarantee

TSM SD-5 Vertical Tank Soap Dispenser is
guaranteed against defects in workmanship

and material for one year from shipping
date.
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